Antenna-based ultrahigh vacuum microwave frequency scanning tunneling microscopy system.
The instrumental synthesis of high resolution scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) with the ability to measure differential capacitance with atomic scale resolution is highly desirable for fundamental metrology and for the study of novel physical characteristics. Microwave frequency radiation directed at the tip-sample junction in an STM system allows for such high-resolution differential capacitance information. This ability is particularly critical in ultrahigh vacuum environments, where the additional parameter space afforded by including a capacitance measurement would prove powerful. Here we describe the modifications made to a commercial scanning tunneling microscope to allow for broad microwave frequency alternating current scanning tunneling microscopy (ACSTM) in ultrahigh vacuum conditions using a relatively simple loop antenna and microwave difference frequency detection. The advantages of our system are twofold. First, the use of a removable antenna on a commercial STM prevents interference with other UHV processes while providing a simple method to retrofit any commercial UHV-STM with UHV-ACSTM capability. Second, mounting the microwave antenna on a translator allows for specific tuning of the system to replicate experimental conditions between samples, which is particularly critical in sensitive systems like organic thin films or single molecules where small changes in incident power can affect the results. Our innovation therefore provides a valuable approach to give nearly any commercial STM, be it an ambient or UHV system, the capability to measure atomic-scale microwave studies such as differential capacitance or even single molecule microwave response, and it ensures that experimental ACSTM conditions can be held constant between different samples.